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Try Inquiro’s SHARING CENTER which allows anybody to discover, share and collaborate easily. 
 
Available on the Inquiro top bar, you will find in the sharing center all your personal saved 
elements as well as the ones shared by your collaborators.  With a few clicks, you can use or share 
saved searches, lists of containers or metadata browser views. 
 
You can also consult from the sharing center your news feed that summarizes your collaborative 
actions and notifications of shared elements from your collaborators. 
If someone shares an element (a search, a view …) you’ll be notified thanks to the sharing center 
and the details will be displayed in the news feed. 
 

In this new Inquiro version, new functionalities will help people to easily find information on a huge 
amount of data. 
 

 Dynamics filters 
This new version allows saving multi-criteria searches that you can use as filters in your data 
exploration. It means that you can now refine Inquiro metadata explorers to a set of specific data. 
Of course, these filters can be shared to all your collaborators. 
  

 Creation of lists 
It is now possible to create and manage your own lists of elements. 
Accessible through a simple right-click on any element of the Inquiro’s tree view, you can create a 
list or choose to add an element (file or folder) to an existing one. 

 
Afterwards, these lists are available for consultation, modifiable and shareable through the sharing 
center. 
 

 
 
 

 Enhancement of the relation graph 
Besides improved performance (this graph is now displayed three-times faster than in the previous 
version), you can narrow down the number of displayed elements in order to improve readability. 
 
Use the slider available in the right side of the graph to act on the number of relations between 
each element, and thus highlight more easily and quickly relevant data. 



 

 

 

 
 

 

In addition to these new functionalities, our engineers’ team has developed more than 150 fixes or 
enhancements. Among the major changes, you’ll find: 

 Improved performance on the Window file explorer integration with Inquiro (five- times 
faster than in the previous version), 

 Improved performance on the Inquiro data export,  

 INBox’s ability to manage synchronization tasks on sources which contain several thousands 
of files.  

 


